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I. Read the text and answer the questions that follow.
Memory is not perfect. Storing a memory and retrieving it later involves both
biological and
psychological processes. Memories are affected by how a person internalizes
Answer

events throtrgh perceptions,
interpretations, and eftotions. This can cause a diverqence between what
is internalized as a memory and
what actually happened in reality. It is easier to remember recent events than
those futher in the past, and
the more we repeat or use information, the more likely it is to enter into
long-term

memory. However,
without use, or with the addition of new memories, old memories can decay.
Encoding is the process ofconverting sensory input into a form able to
be processed and stored in
the memon-i' The way memories are encoded is personal; it depends on
what

inftrmation an individual
to be relevant and useful, and fuw it relates to the individual's vision of reality. All
of these
factors impact how memBries are prioritized and how accessible they
will be when they are stored in longterm mernory. Information that is considered less relevant or less useful will
be harder to recall than
considers

memories that are deemed valuable and important. Memories that are encoded
poorly or shallowly may
not be recoverable at all.

Memory is not static. Memory is not always perfectly reliable, because it is influenced
not only by
the actual events it records, but also by other knowlcdge, experiences, expectations,
interpretutions,
percepfions, and emotions. And memories are not necessarily permanent:
they can disappear over time.
This process is called forgetting. But why do we forget? The answer is
currently unknown.
There are several theories that address why we forget memories and information
over time.
Trace Decay TheorT- Thp trace decay theory of forgetting states that all memories fade
automatically as a function of time. under this theory, you need to follow
a certiain pathway, or trace, to
recall a memory. If this pathway goes unused for some amount of time,
the memory decays, which leads to
difficulty recalling or the inability to recall, the memory. Rehearsal, or mentally
going orr. a memory, can
slow this process. But disuse of a trace will lead to memory decay,
which will ultimately cause retrieval
failure. This process begins almost immediately if the infonnation is not
used: for example, sometimes we
forget a person's name even though we have just met them.
rnterference Theory'It is easier to remember recent events than those
further in the past. Under
interference theory, transience occurs because all memories interfere
with the ability to recall other
memories' "Transience" refers to the general deterioration of a specific
memory over time. Transience is
caused by proactive and retrOactive interference. Proactive
interference is when old information inhibits
the ability to remember new information, such as when outdated
scientific facts interfere with the ability to
remember{rpdated facts. Retroactive interference is when new
information inhibits the ability to remember
old information, such as when hearing recent news figures, then
trying to remember earlier facts and

flgures.

Cue-Dependent Forgetting- When we store a memory, we not
only record all sensory data, we
also store our mood and emotional state. our current
mood thus will affect the memories that are most
effortlessly available,to us, such that when we are in a good
mood, we recollect good memories, and when
we are in a bad mood, we recollect bad ones. This suggests
that we are sometimes cued to remember
ceftain things by, for example, our emotional state or ourLvironment.

I' A' Match the following meanings with the underlined words in
the passage. There are three extra
:
underlined,words.
l. developing.into a bad or worse situation
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3. not moving, changing or developing
4. think of something in a particular way or as having a particuiar quality
5. becomes part of a character

I.B

Answer the following questions in complete sentences.
l. When we use the information repeatedly, what will happen?
2. What kind of factors impact on the priority and accessibility of the memory when they are stored
in ldrrg-term memory?
3. Whj/ can't we regard memory as reliable?
4. when we don't use the certain pathway for a long time, what will the result be?
5. Describe the difference between proactive interference and retroactive interference.

II.

Complete the sentences with words from the box. There are extra words you do not need.
franchise
fortuitous
gorgeous
submit
inhabitants
disiorted
swallow
consumers
inhaling
aseertained
fortune
striking
splash
commercial
slogan

iithanging its tourism
-- frorn ,,Let the Journey Begin,, to ,,Be Enchanted,,.
is a ---------------- colour so wedding banquets in Japan tend to have red food included.

1. Myanmar

2. Red

3. Localresidents needed hospitaltreatment after -------fumes from the fire.
4' She is a ---------------- creature in her early twenties with a figure that woulcl make a monk sighs.

5. Applicants interested in applying for the position should
-- their CVs to the Anatomy
Depaftment no laterthan February 15.
6. These personal outlays will
up nearly 60 per cent of this year's budget increase.
-----7. He made a considerable --------------- selling waste materjals.
8. once they had
-- that he was not a spy, they agreed to release him.
9. Critics said the speakc not only
-- reality but unfairly criticized one of the city,s great

'

success stories.

10. We are conducting a survey of

---------------- attitudes towards organic food.

rlr. Fiu in the blankwith the suitabre HoMopHoI\rEs of words in the bor
whale
sure
pray
fowl
I toad

ry.

1. The water gets quite shallow towards the ---------,----.
2. The sailing boat fell
- of a motor speedboat in mid-river.
3. Homeless young people are easy
- for drug-dealers and pimps.
4. He parked his car in "No car park" zone, subsequently the police
- it a way.
5. The women gathered around the coffin and began to --------------- as was the custom in
the region.
Rearuange the followings into the correct orders.

l.

don't/ ideal havel the/ the/ the/ faintest/ objectives/ of/ about/ chairpersons/. /
2. depth/ of/ unfortunately/ audience/ completelyl out/ he/ his/ frontl of/ al isl in/ large l.
I
3. he/ he/ he/ knows/ is/ has/ abouV although/ what/ drunk/ talking/ certainlyl . I
4. World I is/ al ofl on/ everyl infonnatiorr/ history/ of/ rnind lhe/Warl . I
5. thei thel bacU manager/ names/ afl oflhis/ his/ all/ employees/ like/ knows/ hand/
.I
6-hel he/ untiV knows/ practices/ notes/ all/ thelby/ constantlyl heart/ . /
7. inl an/ thatJ manyl people/ better/ mind/ illusion/ have/ thatl W thel their/ is/ was/ lifei much/
pastl . /
the/ presentation/

8. food

I if/

my/U

U

walk/ want/ eatJ to/ spicy/ mind/ go/ forl al orl emptyl ,l .l
a/ suspicion/ agendal atl of/my/the/mind/ Ilthey/hidden/ bac7 .l
my/ mylhadlthat/ this/ up/ fixed/ in/ would/ live/to/ headt idea/ parents,/ . /

9.that/ have/ have/ musV a/
10. expectation/

l/Il

:,

10. expectationl U U myl myl hadl thatl

thiV upl fixedl inl would/ live/ to/ head/ ideat parents,l . I

v. (A) choose the correct word or phrase

l.

Providing/ Even

f

to comprete each sentence.
the chairperson resigns will we be able

to restore the confidence of our

members.

will never be resolved even if/ unless management accepts mediation.
parents
My
are quite delighted with my grades. (fably/ comptetely)
.S
4.lt's quite diffrcult to win the lottery. (fairly/ completely)
5. I advised/ suggested visiting the cathedral while they're here. It was built in the seventeenth
2. The strike

century. :

V. (B). Choose the correct word of active or passive voice to complete the conversation.

Catharine:

judged
when

vr.

by.y
simply

ect.

Paul:

vr.

I

len your private life, didn,t they?
Catherine: Of^
(3)
and
I
bemooned/
was bemooned my lost anonymity. you should
_course,
understand, Paul, that lid like to (4) adord be adored for who t am really and not for
what\S) requiyd am_req uired to be.
(A) change the foilowing sentences I'nto causative "Have,, pattern.
1. Thersis something wrong with my computer. I think I will ask U Kyaw to repair it tomorrow.
2. I don't like the office curtains. I am going to ask my staffto change them.
3. My stereo isn't working properly. It needs cleaning.
4. My uncle sent the pocket money to my bank account on New year day.
5. We ask the bank manager to check the accounts every month.
(B) Rewrite the following sentences using ,wishes and regrets' pattern.
1. Myanmar tearir didn't get gold medal.
It's a pity
----f
2. Wo didn't have a chance to go abroad.
lf only we
3. I am sorry I oan't solve this crosswordpuzzle.
I should
4. We do not have much time to spend our holiday at Chaungtha.

5. Try not to be rude in front of other

people.

My biggest regret
VI. (C) Rewrite the following sentences into reported speech.
1. Do I have to queue for the boat trip on the Thames?

Mary wanted to know
2. "I have finished the letters you asked me to write yesterday," Jill said.
Jill told Lily that
3. Father said to him, 'No, you can't go to the disco until you are eighteen,',

him ..-----4. "You must stay for lunch because today is your grandfather,s birthday, sarah,
Father forbade

Sarah' s grandmother insisted

5. Let's have a barbecue party this weekend because we haven't met each other since Kathy,s got

married.

VII.

Liz offered
Describe your opinion on o(Lending money to a friend can harm the friendship'r. Use specific
reasons and examples to support your opinion. Write not more than 250 words.
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